
Tours Reimagined Question Asked 
To the first 2 speakers (Bob and Kate): Will your tours be available to view and book if we 
have the people but want to use our own bus? 
 
ANSWER: Kate: Yes! Of course. 
 
ANSWER:  Bob:  At least half of my customers own their own buses, so sure. 
We understand health when boarding bus, but what do you plan in case of a passenger 
getting sick during a multi-day tour? 
 
ANSWER: Kate: Immediately remove individual from the tour and seek medical advice and 
direction.  Have customer call travel insurance carrier for assistance. Have the bus and 
luggage completely sanitized before anyone re-boards or touches luggage. Try and set up 
testing for all passengers.  
 
ANSWER:  Bob: To some great extent I would do what I have been doing for 40 years. We 
seek medical and emergence help for that traveler depending up what the ailment is.  If we 
are discussing COVID 19, we need to first be aware that it is COVID 19 and at that point 
remove the passenger, get them care and sanitize the bus.      
Question for Kate: Do you anticipate groups feeling comfortable using step-on guides? 
 
ANSWER: Kate: Some will, some won’t.  We have asked our guides to wear masks and 
socially distance whenever possible.  No touching hands of clients. 
Many of our groups are with adult communities and they are recommending to the 
customers to not travel in 2020. Are there any suggestions on getting younger small groups 
together? 
 
ANSWER: Kate: Create more individualized tour programs that will attract younger folks 
that can navigate and walk in the destinations without assistance. For instance, we have a 
“Go as you Please” program in DC that uses Big Bus Hop on and off tickets and a downtown 
hotel with easy access to all attractions, metro, and Big Bus stops.  We also have one called 
Roof Tops of Washington that offers meals and cocktails on district roof tops and contains 
some unique touring options such as murals and alleyways, a gargoyle tour at the 
cathedral, and free time. 
 
ANSWER: Bob: This is a marketing question, yes you should search for younger groups 
(both large and small).  It is a mistake to simply sit and wait for your phone to ring, find 
ways to attract new Boomer Groups – and change your products a little adding more 
experiences, better hotels and meals.    
Would it be helpful if CVB/DMO's gave lists of attractions that are open? 
 
ANSWER: Kate : YES! also if there are any restrictions we need to be aware of. 
 



ANSWER: Bob: I don’t think so.  That list would forever be changing as each State eases 
restrictions.  I can’t imagine we would update and monitor something like this.    
Consider this scenario:  A tour member develops symptoms during the tour and self-reports 
this to the Tour Director/Escort.  This person cannot continue the tour.  OK.  If medical care is 
obtained as it should be, and with or without a positive test, the person is hospitalized or 
required to self-isolate for 14 days, then, depending on the local jurisdiction, contact tracing 
will require that the ENTIRE GROUP, including bus driver and Tour Director quarantine for 14 
days.   You will need a policy for handling this situation.    Kate: We are a wholesale operator 
so our clients would likely have a policy to handle this situation, which we would follow given 
reason. MARS would assist in any way possible to help secure hotel space, meals, medical 
attention, testing. Like Anderson, we have added language to our contracts that states that 
we do not accept any responsibility for this occurrence and that the client, by going on the 
tour, assumes this risk for themselves and their traveling clients.  
 
Another variance on the above scenario is a tour member who develops mild symptoms (CDC 
says 20-50% of those testing positive either have no symptoms or very mild symptoms but 
can still spread the virus).  The tour member does not feel particularly ill, so is unwilling to 
seek medical treatment or leave the tour.  But the Tour Director /Escort (and possibly other 
tour members) express concern over the persons cough (or another symptom presentation).   
 
ANSWER: Kate: we support mandating removal of that individual from the tour.  Our 
responsibility is with all of the travelers, not one.  Additionally if the motor coach was hired 
by  MARS we would notify the bus company who may have a policy to remove their bus 
and driver if a sick person refuses to leave the tour.  We would also remove our guide from 
the tour if a sick person remained on tour.  Additionally we would  advise our guide and 
driver to get tested, and communicate this occurrence to the suppliers where this 
individual may have been/visited.  
 
ANSWER:  Bob: We could imagine countless scenarios and write policies for everyone, but 
the task is endless.  The policy would changed from State to State, perhaps City to City, also 
vary with size of the group and so on, and so on.  When a serious illness occurs we handle it 
in a humane, responsible, Christian manner and deal with the various regulations that 
affect this at place where we are.    
Doug - How many folks do you have booked on the Ohio Amish trip? 
 
ANSWER: Doug: We have 23!  
Can ABA share their motorcoach operator/owner verbiage with all ABA members to look at 
so we can reassure our communities and partners. 
 
ANSWER:  ABA: https://www.buses.org/news/article/covid-19-waiver-of-liability 
How will you handle bottled water or drinks that are provided on the coach? 
 



ANSWER:  Bob: We wholesale packages to Tour Companies and Bus Companies who escort 
their own tours, and very rarely provide service like direct to the consumer. If we were to 
provide this I think we would wipe each individual bottle before putting them on ice.   
Answer Doug: We will not be handling or distributing anything on board for the 
foreseeable future.  Would recommend passengers provide their own beverages and snack. 
As an attraction - we are converting our orientation film to a DVD to send to operators and 
coaches complimentary.  What is best - a DVD or flash drive to show the film on the bus prior 
to arrival? 
 
ANSWER: Doug: To get the most coverage – I would say DVD for now.  The newest coaches 
have flash drives and DVD’s older vehicles have just DVD’s. 
Would be great for the first groups the Bob Cline, Kate and Doug's tour department, or any 
other tour operator, reports back to this audience as to how the trip went. Were people 
comfortable? How did the execution go? Suppliers and their due diligence for safety and how 
that went? Just a report out for the rest of the industry to learn and adapt. This would be a 
great follow up session. 
 
ANSWER: Kate: Great idea. 
 
Answer: Doug: we will be happy to report back via this Q & A.  Not sure we will have 
enough data points to do a webinar with good feedback. 
What do recommend for tour operators who generally operate at about 40-50 pax?  
 
ANSWER: Kate: Cut your maximum size down to 30. 
 
Answer:  Doug: Do P & L on 20 passengers so you have profit at 25 or 30. 
Should we charge more and take less people? Or add more busses? 
 
ANSWER: Kate: Both scenarios would cost more money. So I would say either way is ok.  
We may have to rotate activities in various attractions and facilities.  I would not check 
multiple buses into a hotel at the same time but stagger by some time to allow for room in 
elevators and a spaced lobby and check in area. 
 
ANSWER:  Bob: I believe you have to charge an amount that provides you a profit.  I think it 
is a mistake to change prices once a customer has made a deposit.  You alone are going to 
have to make the decisions how many people you carry and what level caution, sterile 
practices you adopt. 
 
Answer: Doug: I would recommend pricing Break even at 20 and make that a standard so 
you can separate passengers and add another vehicle if demand allows. 
To Doug - Will there be a plexiglass shield between the driver and the passengers? 
 



ANSWER: Doug:  We have a sneeze guard behind the driver which is mad out of Marine 
grade clear vinyl.  This is installed between Driver area and seat immediately behind the 
driver. 
Are any of the tour operators requiring a signed document from passengers stating that they 
are in good health and will accept any financial cost if they are asked to leave the tour due to 
sickness? 
 
ANSWER: Kate: we are suggesting this to our clients.  Most seem to be adjusting their 
terms and conditions. 
 
ANSWER: Bob: We are not. 
 
ANSWER: Doug: We have not  
Will your tour director have the authority to put someone off a tour due to conditions that 
suggest COVID and if so, who will be responsible for the extra costs the guest might incur? 
 
ANSWER: Kate: Yes, and the individual assumes the risk involved in travel, so the individual 
is responsible for the costs.  MARS would, however, assist in any way we can with hotels, 
meal delivery, health care services, etc. 
 
ANSWER:  Bob: In the rare instance when I have a Tour Director they must call me before 
making that decision and I will get involved and talk with that traveler.  I think you can 
have a hundred different scenarios for this and the policy book would take a long time to 
write. 
 
ANSWER: Doug:  We will handle as we have in past and the cost incurred, medically or 
recovery time period would be bore by the passenger.  This would include alternate 
transportation cost and lodging costs.  We would assist in accommodating the passenger 
and refunding unused portion of tour based upon how much we can secure from our 
venders. 
For groups that initially going to DC earlier this year, are they looking at alternative 
destinations within 2020? 
 
ANSWER:  Kate: Some, yes.  Many are taking our MARSouth programs such as “Southern 
Porches”, “Island Hopping from Palmetto to Peaches” and “South your Mouth and the 
Mississippi Blues Trail”.   
From a hotel side, what would you consider the most important things we do as hotels to 
best assist you to sell tours and book our hotels? 
 
ANSWER: Kate: Send us your check in guidelines for groups, pre-check them so that they do 
not have to visit the desk.  Help us communicate social distancing in the elevators and 
facilities.  Send us your cleaning and sanitizing protocol to offer our clients.  Reduce 
cancelation to 14 days and day of if anyone is sick.   
 



ANSWER: Bob: First you can answer our inquiries the day we request space.  We start 
calling other hotels 24 hours later.  Regarding the current environment of fear in public 
make a great first impression, when a groups walks into the hotel then into their room, 
they will need reassurance that someone has tried to keep it safe.   
Are folks expecting masks to be mandatory or in existence on their trips? 
 
ANSWER: Kate: We prefer this is mandated but our clients will set their own guidelines.   
 
ANSWER:  Bob: This is a decision that you have to make if you are a seller of the tour.  It 
will be handled differently by different companies.  It will also be handled differently this 
summer than this fall.  If it were my package I would strongly suggest masks this summer. 
 
ANSWER; Doug:  We are requiring masks to enter the vehicle on our public tours.  We will 
suggest they remain on but a Tour director will be checking to see that passenger are 
comfortable if someone doesn’t wear on board – then upon a passenger request – other 
will be expected to comply. 
What types of features would be beneficial for attractions to provide you, during this time?   
 
ANSWER:  Kate: Let us know the protocol in advance and the steps they are taking with 
meal service, spacing, cleaning, to give to our clients. 
 
ANSWER: Bob: Hand sanitizer stations.  Then, enhance the experiences available to the 
tourist. 
 
ANSWER: Doug:  Communicate expectations you are requiring of the general public and 
groups so Tour Directors can inform passengers i.e.: Masks are optional?  Masks Required?  
Regarding cancellations due to last minute illness, what cancellation policies are you going to 
offer, and do you think that some passengers/customers will be taking advantage of these 
types of cancellations? 
 
ANSWER: Kate: Honestly, I wouldn’t worry about some persons taking advantage of 
flexible policies.  Some will, most will not, but I feel we need to encourage and promote 
safe travel and that is our current priority. 
 
ANSWER: Doug: I agree with Kate!   
Will any of you be doing temperature checks during the trip?  Will you be asking for any type 
of health form prior to departure? 
 
ANSWER: Doug:  Our Drivers and tour directors will be taking their own temperatures.  We 
will be asking everyone to self-monitor and report any issues to our personnel.  
I work at a museum in the North East and when we reopen, we are looking at only allowing 
groups to self-guide through our galleries through 2020 and waiting to resume any guided 
tours in 2021. Have you seen any general change in if/how guided tours are offered by 



attractions? Are groups still seeking this type of experience regardless of issues with keeping 
social distance? 
 
ANSWER: Kate: I would think we could safely guide in smaller groups and request everyone 
to stay 6 foot apart while on tour.  If this can’t be done in a specific area adapt to discuss in 
a more open area, then allow the group members to move through spaced. 
 
ANSWER:  Bob: We want the better experiences.  If you feel you need to adapt with 
maskings, hand sanitizers, etc do so. 
 
ANSWER: Doug: Maybe have self-guided audio devices available that explain the features 
with out the human interaction and inherent risk that is involved. 
For anyone that operates FIT One day tours for tourists (not local market) - when are they 
thinking of reopening? And to follow up, do their prices allow them to have 50% capacity on 
buses when chartering the vehicles? 
 
ANSWER: Doug: Pricing is set for now but in future prices will reflect lower group sizes. 
Doug - With the ActivePure do you still recommend a UV light? 
 
ANSWER:  Doug: No, our investigation has been that UV light is something that may not be 
as effective as the ActivePure and it is not visible to customers which should instill 
confidence in the traveling public. 
Are others getting specific answers about how or if health department or states will enforce a 
14 day quarantine if a traveler happens to show symptoms on a multiday tour and ends up 
testing positive for COVID while on the road, will the whole group have to quarantine 
wherever tour is at?  We’ve asked some state health departments and they don’t have any 
answer on that. 

ANSWER: Kate: that is my guess, that officials are making decisions as they go, that there 
are no clear cut answers for much of any of this and different decisions may be made by 
different officials within the same state.  We need to remain nimble and think through 
each situation as it evolves.  

ANSWER: Bob: There are no consistent answers – if there are any at all. 

ANSWER: Doug: Really have no idea how this will be handled – Initially quarantining was 
being done to keep infection from entering US.  Now that it is here not sure that is feasible.  
Everyday we learn new things about the spread and how it is transferred – we are 
consistently monitoring this and will react as need be if and when this comes up. 

Where can we find more detailed itineraries showing the new adjustments to use as 
examples? 
 



ANSWER: Doug:  We cut out a breakfast stop so that passengers are leaving later on a one-
day tour but arriving to coach having had breakfast instead of having a breakfast stop 
shortly after group is assembled. 
Have any of you seen any inquiries from school groups? 
 
ANSWER: Kate:  Yes, I have groups coming this fall and am actively booking spring 2021 
student groups. 
 
ANSWER:  Bob: Yes, a few but most don’t plan until school starts. 
 
ANSWER: Doug:  Yes, for spring of 2021 but not for fall of 2020. 
If a passenger comes forward and is not feeling well and you've helped him make 
arrangements to leave - do you continue with the tour?  Do you take additional precautions 
with the remaining passengers? 
 
ANSWER: Doug; we would hope to continue tour and monitor passengers closely.  More 
than likely passenger who get sick will not have Corona Virus and have similar illness as we 
have experienced in the past.  This is going to be tough to call when testing isn’t readily 
available. 
What are the limitations on bus travel as far as how many per bus? 
 
ANSWER: Doug:  In our charter bus operation it is up to the group to decide.  On our Tour 
we will adjust volume based upon demand and logistics. 
Bob & Doug:  Do you anticipate a shorter lead time on custom, (Non-Product), bus tour 
bookings? 
 
ANSWER: Bob: Yes, and it’s happening for this summer and fall. 
 
ANSWER: Doug:  Yes, and we are wanting to accommodate!  
To the group are your tours booking now day trips or multi day trips? 
 
ANSWER: Kate: Multi day but shorter trips of 2-5 days. 
 
ANSWER: Bob: Both 
 
ANSWER:  Doug: We are seeing overnight bookings as well as one day bookings  
Are the tour operators leaving more time (HOS) since the drivers are having to do more 
cleaning? 
 
ANSWER: Bob: Yes 
Are the tour operators leaving more time since the drivers are going to need more time to 
clean the coaches each day on a multiday trip.  
 



ANSWER: Bob: Yes 

Doug - What do you feel is a comfortable amount for tours sold as retail? 
 
ANSWER: Doug: 25 – 30 but it also depends on the destinations and what they can 
accommodate. 
We keep telling people if your sick stay home. do we think people will in fear of losing money 
or are you refunding up till the day of departure? 
 
ANSWER: Bob: People will travel sick in order not to lose money.  Insurance helps resolve 
this – if the customer buys it.   
 
ANSWER:  Doug: We promote tour protection to assure refunds – we will work thought this 
environment to accommodate travelers needs.  
Kate, are the higher prices due to the max of 25 scaring Group Leaders away? 
 
ANSWER: Kate: I have not seen this yet.  My gut is those that want to travel, will. 
Doug mentioned social distancing on motorcoach by group - will he assign the seats?  
 
ANSWER:  Doug: Yes, we assign seats – but we do not rotate to keep customers from being 
exposed to other environments on the coach. 
What kind of legal protection should tour operators impose to individual passengers to 
protect themselves. 
 
ANSWER:  Bob: Operators and Owners already have Liability Insurance. I don’t think there 
is need for extra.   I spent a great deal of thought on Liability Waivers and have decided not 
to require them.  The person who gave you Covid 19 is responsible, not me.  Travelers have 
been coming home with illnesses for centuries – to assume the seller of travel is 
responsible is silly.  There has always been a risk of contracting colds, flus and intestinal 
bugs when traveling and the traveler accepted that risk when they left their home.   
 
ANSWER: Doug:  Bob said it well!  
If you can get consolidated information from the National Park Service, where will that be 
posted?  
 
ANSWER: Bob: I would love to see the NPS to do this.  
 
ANSWER: Doug:  I believe ABA is working on this.  
Is there anyone specific that is doing company logo mask that ABA has in mind? 
 
ANSWER: Bob: No 
I am a Tour Operator that farms out to Bus Companies, will they be willing to go down on 
their current rate to accommodate us? 



 
ANSWER:  Bob: The cost of transportation has gone up.  Short term some bus operators will 
do anything for cash flow – but that’s not a sustainable option.  Costs are going up!  
 
ANSWER: Doug:  this is a million-dollar question.  It is widely accepted that there will be 
fewer buses in the market when business resumes any semblance of normal – until then it 
is anyone’s guess about how different markets and companies will deals with increased 
costs and request for discounting.  I suggest the 2 are diametrically opposite in the long 
run.  
What advice would you have for suppliers who want to pitch product to you now and at 
future tradeshows like ABA? 
 
ANSWER: Kate: Email information and setup  a call appointment.   
Doug - Can you share your verbiage on the back of your contract? 
 
ANSWER: Doug:  It was submitted and should be posted maybe as a link here? 
What would be the protocol if someone on a bus tour got COVID-19 during the tour.  How 
would the host handle the group? This is a question one of my clients asked.  Would the 
entire group have to be quarantined? If not, who?  How long?  How would the group if they 
flew in to pick up the bus tour be able to fly back home if all exposed to a positive passenger.  
Based on a passenger may be asymptomatic.  Then others exposed might not feel the 
symptoms right away.  Same questions for those flying in to join the tours. If exposed to a 
positive COVID-19 person traveling through the airport or on the airplane.  The passengers 
may not show symptoms until 2-3 days later.  
 
ANSWER: Doug: Great question – ! 

 


